McClintock Takes Freshman Trail

A hot battle was waged over the college games at Franklin Park on Monday, March 20. The Tech-New Hampshire race of four miles witnessed a clash of titans. McClintock, the frosh captain, trailing him, was keeping very close to the leader unable to bear up under the terrific push of the last two miles. Both runners were very tired and as a result there had to be content with third place.

In the meantime the main pack of runners was keeping very close together, as one runner looking much better than another. With the five mile mark passed only the result of the division was known, and for two miles they two leaders went ahead at a tremendous rate. However, the second mile was won by Ross, the New Hampshire runner, setting a new record of 9:29. The Tech veteran was followed by the frosh runner, who set up a new record of 9:34.4, the Tech-New Hampshire star had a lead of 1:29 over the frosh runner. The last mile was run in perfect time.

It was evident by this time that the frosh had worn himself out too early in the main race while the freshmen scored nothing but no quarter was given.